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                              ...Let's show you how you can help
                            

                            
                              TOGETHER, WE CAN END HOMELESSNESS IN OUR CITIES
                            

                            
                              Read their stories and pledge a Christmas Gift today. Donate Now
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                              Lend a helping hand this Christmas Season.
                            

                            
                              Let’s eliminate homelessness through open and inclusive participations.
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                              Giving is the greatest act of grace

                              - Make a donation to our Christmas Season campaign

                              - We need your help by becoming a volunteer

                              - You can make a difference by starting Homeless partner in your organization
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                              You will get an anonymous

                              “Thank you”

                              note from Homeless Person you help
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                      Read Stories

                      Browse personal stories of people in need near you
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                      Pledge

                      Make a pledge to make their wish happen
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                      Drop Off

                      Attach a personal message. Your gift helps change their life
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                    Together we’ve successfully pledged over 10,000 gifts

                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  “
                  
                    
                      The most encouraging thing is knowing that people care. I find it really encouraging that total strangers could care so much about someone they don't even know.

                    

                    
                      I had no idea buying a small gift and writing a personal message for someone who really needs it, could have the potential to make such a big change in someones life.

                    

                    
                      Watching the joy on the faces of people at Christmas time getting their Wishlist of their little essentials and how they react when reading the notes that accompany these gifts, is incredibly touching.

                    

                    
                      Many of our residents do not have the joy of celebrating Christmas with their families so this time together and these personal gifts make a big difference to their spirits.
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                        Anonymous

                        Homeless Person
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                        Tawny Fontana

                        Donor
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                        Karen O’Shannacery

                        Emergency Aid
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                        Shelter Manager
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                          649
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                          3451
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                          1484

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      We’re helping homeless people together with 5,000 donors just like you. Join us today.
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